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by BuloDesigners
The KRS storage collection is defined by the unique tambour doors. The operation is smooth and silent and looks clean and
elegant whether open or closed. It is especially functional in spaces where doors are not possible.
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4. Colors and materials
ALL KRS UNITS:

- have a metal carcass and a pvc tambour door
- come with a Bulosafe combination lock
- have holes in the back to attach a back panel
- have 4 adjustable feet

KRS units h.750 mm and h.1050 mm have a closed back and can be used freestanding
KRS units h.1280 mm, h.1380 mm, h.1680 mm and h.1980 mm require a back panel to place freestanding
KRS FINISH: 3 TYPES
Type 1: - straight handle and Bulosafe combination lock in black
- possible carcass finishes: black, light grey, white, cream, sand, anthracite and alu color
- possible tambour door finishes: black, light grey, white, cream, sand and anthracite
Type 2: - metal carcass and pvc tambour door in alu color RAL9006
- straight handle and Bulosafe combination lock in alu color RAL9006
Type 3: - metal carcass and pvc tambour door always in the same finish
- possible finishes: lily white, light grey, dark grey or black
- straight handle in the same finish as the carcass and the tambour door
- additional coating on the tambour door to give it a matt look
- with the dark grey and black finish: black Bulosafe combination lock
- with the lily white and light grey finish: light grey Bulosafe combination lock
GENERAL DIMENSIONS (width and depth)

FITTINGS
All fittings are in metal unless stated otherwise.
All fittings for 472 mm deep KRS units are for A4 size files or smaller.
All fittings for 572 mm deep KRS units are for larger than A4 size files.
For files smaller or larger than A4 size adapter bars might be needed in the pull-out filing frames.
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by BuloDesigners

FITTING EXAMPLES
h.750 mm

2 pull-out filing frames (Germany: 1 pull-out filing frame)
or 1 shelf

h.1050 mm

3 pull-out filing frames
or 2 shelves

h.1280 mm

3 pull-out filing frames + 1 shelf for 0,5 binder high storage
or 2 shelves

h.1380 mm

4 pull-out filing frames
or 3 shelves

h.1680 mm

4 pull-out filing frames + 1 shelf
or 3 shelves

h.1980 mm

4 pull-out filing frames + 2 shelves
or 4 shelves

BULOSAFE COMBINATION LOCK
All KRS units have the code 000 upon delivery
Set your personal code: 1) Put the code on 000 (or the existing code if applicable)
2) The knob on the lock has to be in vertical position
3) At the backside of the lock, push the peg in the hole in the lock to the left with one hand. At the same time,
form your preferred combination code with the other hand.
4) Release the peg when you have formed the new, personal code
5) Turn the knob a quarter turn to the right: your personal code has been accepted and disappears
Knob in horizontal position: the lock is open
Knob in vertical position: the lock is closed
To open: the knob is in vertical position. Form your personal code. Turn the knob to the right, in horizontal position.
To lock: close the tambour doors, turn the knob to the left, in vertical position.
Troubleshooting:
1) You're unable to lock the unit, unable to turn the knob.
Reason: the knob is in vertical position (the lock is closed). Form your personal code and turn the knob in the horizontal
position to open the lock. Now close the doors and turn the knob to the left.
2) Unable to form a code
The combination jumps to 000
Reason: the lock is open (knob is in horizontal position)
Solution: form your code after having locked the unit. It's impossible to do that with the knob in horizontal position.
3) The lock doesn't work. You can freely open and close the lock by turning the knob.
Reason: your code is 000. You can set a personal code.
4) You don't know the code
To retreive the existing code you can either try all combinations from 000 to 999. This will take you max. 15 minutes or you
can purchase a decoder key.
Net price for the decoder key: 40
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1. Tambour door storage units, excl. fittings
Height

Depth

Width

List prices type 1 & 2
Type 1
Type 2
Code for type 1 & 2

750 mm

472 mm

800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS070804 *
KRS071004 *
KRS071204 *

785
815
855

820
860
905

KR+070804 *
KR+071004 *
KR+071204 *

785
840
875

1050 mm

472 mm

800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS100804 *
KRS101004 *
KRS101204 *

850
900
955

895
955
1.010

KR+100804 *
KR+101004 *
KR+101204 *

880
925
975

572 mm

1200 mm

KRS101205 *

1.125

1.205

KR+101205 *

1.150

472 mm

800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS120804 *
KRS121004 *
KRS121204 *

900
965
1.025

1.060
1.115
1.170

KR+120804 *
KR+121004 *
KR+121204 *

970
1.015
1.050

572 mm

1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS121005 *
KRS121205 *

1.100
1.195

1.100
1.355

KR+121005 *
KR+121205 *

1.100
1.150

472 mm

800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS140804 *
KRS141004 *
KRS141204 *

965
1.015
1.075

1.015
1.070
1.150

KR+140804 *
KR+141004 *
KR+141204 *

995
1.050
1.100

572 mm

1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS141005 *
KRS141205 *

1.215
1.260

1.100
1.355

KR+141005 *
KR+141205 *

1.215
1.270

1680 mm

472 mm

600 mm
800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS170604 *
KRS170804 *
KRS171004 *
KRS171204 *

955
1.025
1.095
1.170

1.010
1.090
1.170
1.250

KR+170604 *
KR+170804 *
KR+171004 *
KR+171204 *

980
1.090
1.160
1.205

1980 mm

472 mm

600 mm
800 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS200604 *
KRS200804 *
KRS201004 *
KRS201204 *

1.010
1.090
1.185
1.270

1.060
1.160
1.250
1.345

KR+200604 *
KR+200804 *
KR+201004 *
KR+201204 *

1.115
1.195
1.305
1.305

572 mm

1000 mm
1200 mm

KRS201005 *
KRS201205 *

1.355
1.445

1.435
1.530

KR+201005 *
KR+201205 *

1.410
1.465

1280 mm

1380 mm

List prices type 3
Type 3
Code for type 3

* FINISHES & CODES
For type 1
1) Finish carcass
AN Anthracite - RAL7016
CR Cream - RAL1015
LG Light grey - RAL7035
WI White - RAL9003
ZW Black - RAL9005
96 Alu color - RAL9006

For type 2
1) Finish carcass
96 Alu color - RAL9006
2) Finish tambour doors
AL Alu color - RAL9006

For type 3
Finish carcass and tambour doors
01 Lily white - NCS S0502Y
02 Light grey - NCS S2500N
03 Dark grey - NCS 6502B
04 Black

2) Finish tambour doors
AN Anthracite - RAL7016
CR Cream - RAL1015
LG Light grey - RAL7035
WI White - RAL9003
ZW Black - RAL9005

Code example: KR+20120401 = 1.305
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2. Fittings
List prices
Code
Shelf
incl. shelf supports

Shelf divider/Book support
Low (135 mm)
High (255 mm)

For KRS w.600 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTLB0604 *
KRTLB0804 *
KRTLB1004 *
KRTLB1204 *

33
37
41
44

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTLB1005 *
KRTLB1205 *

67
75

For KRS d.472 mm
For KRS d.572 mm

KRTAS0104 *
KRTAS0105 *

17
21

For KRS d.472 mm
For KRS d.572 mm

KRTAS0204 *
KRTAS0205 *

19
25

For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTHL0804 *
KRTHL1004 *
KRTHL1204 *

160
165
165

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTHL1005 *
KRTHL1205 *

164
200

For KRS d.472 mm
For KRS d.572 mm

KRTVH04 *
KRTVH05 *

Pull-out filing frame

Adjuster bars for pull-out filing frame

Suspended file retainer

KRTSM *

Anti-tilt mechanism for pull-out filing frames

For KRS d.472 mm

17
17
5

For KRS d.572mm

KRTAT070402

125

KRTAT070502

130

KRTAT100402

135

KRTAT100502

145

KRTAT140402

150

KRTAT140502

155

For 3 filing frames - on 1, 2 & 3
For 3 filing frames - on 1, 2 & 4
For 3 filing frames - on 1, 3 & 4
For 3 filing frames - on 2, 3 & 4

KRTAT100403

135

KRTAT100503

145

KRTAT140403

150

KRTAT140503

155

For 4 filing frames

KRTAT140404

150

KRTAT140504

155

For 2 filing frames - on 1 & 2
For 2 filing frames - on 1 & 3
For 2 filing frames - on 2 & 3
For 2 filing frames - on 1 & 4
For 2 filing frames - on 2 & 4
For 2 filing frames - on 3 & 4

* FINISHES & CODES
AN
CR
LG
WI
ZW

For type 1
Anthracite - RAL7016
Cream - RAL1015
Light grey - RAL7035
White - RAL9003
Black - RAL9005

For type 2
96 Alu color - RAL9006

01
02
03
ZW

For type 3
Lily white - NCS S0502Y
Light grey - NCS S2500N
Dark grey - NCS 6502B
Black - RAL9005

Code example: KRTLB120401 = 44
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Fittings
List prices
Code
Adaptable depth bar for pull-out filing frame
19
19

For KRS w.1000 mm
For KRS w.1200 mm

KRTVJ10 *
KRTVJ12 *

For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTBA0804 *
KRTBA1004 *
KRTBA1204 *

94
100
105

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTBA1005 *
KRTBA1205 *

130
135

For KRS d.472 mm
For KRS d.572 mm

KRTVB04 *
KRTVB05 *

Drawerbox for pull-out filing frame

Divider for drawerbox (st of 2 pcs)
23
23

Display shelf for magazines, brochures,…
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTTL1204 *

185

For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTHB0804 *
KRTHB1004 *
KRTHB1204 *

405
410
410

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTHB1005 *
KRTHB1205 *

455
455

For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTUB0804 *
KRTUB1004 *
KRTUB1204 *

160
165
165

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTUB1005 *
KRTUB1205 *

200
200

For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTUL0804 *
KRTUL1004 *
KRTUL1204 *

160
165
165

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTUL1005 *
KRTUL1205 *

200
200

Pull-out shelf with laminate display

Pull-out shelf

Pull-out drawer

* FINISHES & CODES
AN
CR
LG
WI
ZW

For type 1
Anthracite - RAL7016
Cream - RAL1015
Light grey - RAL7035
White - RAL9003
Black - RAL9005

For type 2
96 Alu color - RAL9006

01
02
03
ZW

For type 3
Lily white - NCS S0502Y
Light grey - NCS S2500N
Dark grey - NCS 6502B
Black - RAL9005

Code example: KRTUB0804ZW = 160
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Fitttings
List prices
Code
Pair of chrome tubes for lateral filing
For KRS w.600 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTHS0604 *
KRTHS0804 *
KRTHS1004 *
KRTHS1204 *

46
46
64
64

For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTHS1005 *
KRTHS1205 *

64
64

Coat rod (1 pc.) to fix underneath a shelf (shelf not included)
For KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
KRTKKIA04 *
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm
KRTKKIA04 *

17
17

Wardrobe layout

Wardrobe layout (small shelves not included)
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTKKIB24 *

200

Small shelf (1 pc.) for wardrobe layout
For KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTKKILB *

37

Coat rod (1 pc.) to fix underneath a shelf (shelf not included)
For KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
KRTKKIA05 *
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm
KRTKKIA25 *

21
21

Wardrobe layout (small shelves not included)
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTKKIB25 *

260

Small shelf (1 pc.) for wardrobe layout
For KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTKKILB *

37

* FINISHES & CODES
AN
CR
LG
WI
ZW

For type 1
Anthracite - RAL7016
Cream - RAL1015
Light grey - RAL7035
White - RAL9003
Black - RAL9005

For type 2
96 Alu color - RAL9006

01
02
03
ZW

For type 3
Lily white - NCS S0502Y
Light grey - NCS S2500N
Dark grey - NCS 6502B
Black - RAL9005

Code example: KRTHS0604LG = 46
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3. Top panels and back panels
List prices
Code
Top panels in melamine, 16 mm thick
A top panel is 450 or 553 mm deep and covers only the carcass, not the profiles on the front and the back side of the KRS unit.
w.600 x d.450 mm for KRS w.600 x d.472 mm
w.800 x d.450 mm for KRS w.800 x d.472 mm
w.1000 x d.450 mm for KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
w.1200 x d.450 mm for KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTBB0604 *
KRTBB0804 *
KRTBB1004 *
KRTBB1204 *

145
145
150
155

w.1000 x d.553 mm for KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
w.1200 x d.553 mm for KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTBB1005 *
KRTBB1205 *

155
155

For 2 units side by side
w.2004 x d.450 mm for 2 x KRS w.1000 x d.472 mm
w.2404 x d.450 mm for 2 x KRS w.1200 x d.472 mm

KRTBB2004 *
KRTBB2404 *

165
170

w.2004 x d.553 mm for 2 x KRS w.1000 x d.572 mm
w.2404 x d.553 mm for 2 x KRS w.1200 x d.572 mm

KRTBB2005 *
KRTBB2405 *

170
190

For 1 unit

Back panels in melamine, 16 mm thick
All KRS units come as a standard with holes in the back to attach a back panel
h.750 mm

w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSRP0708 *
KRTBSRP0710 *
KRTBSRP0712 *

190
205
210

h.1050 mm

w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSRP1008 *
KRTBSRP1010 *
KRTBSRP1012 *

210
220
235

h.1280 mm

w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSPR1208 *
KRTBSRP1210 *
KRTBSRP1212 *

275
290
305

h.1380 mm

w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSRP1408 *
KRTBSRP1410 *
KRTBSRP1412 *

280
300
320

h.1680 mm

w.600 mm
w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSRP1706 *
KRTBSRP1708 *
KRTBSRP1710 *
KRTBSRP1712 *

275
290
320
335

h.1980 mm

w.600 mm
w.800 mm
w.1000 mm
w.1200 mm

KRTBSRP2006 *
KRTBSRP2008 *
KRTBSRP2010 *
KRTBSRP2012 *

285
315
335
365

* FINISHES & CODES
01
02
03
ZW

Lily white - NCS S0502Y
Light grey - NCS S2500N
Dark grey - NCS 6502B
Black

Code example: KRTBSRP201201 = 365
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4. Colors and materials

METAL CARCASS TYPE 1

PVC TAMBOUR DOOR TYPE 1
anthracite

anthracite

ral 7016

ral 7016

cream
ral 1015

cream
ral 1015

light grey
ral 7035

light grey
ral 7035

white
ral 9003

white
ral 9003

black
ral 9005

black
ral 9005

METAL CARCASS TYPE 2

PVC TAMBOUR DOOR TYPE 2
aluminium color
ral 9006

METAL CARCASS TYPE 3

aluminium color
ral 9006

PVC TAMBOUR DOOR TYPE 3
lily white
NCS S 0502-Y

lily white
NCS S 0502-Y

light grey
NCS S 2500-N

light grey
NCS S 2500-N

dark grey
NCS S 6502-B

dark grey
NCS S 6502-B

black

black

ral 9005

ral 9005

Digital or paper printing is not binding
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GENERAL INFORMATION

This price list is valid as from 1st January 2020. It supersedes and replaces all previous price lists.
Orders are accepted definitively as soon as they are confirmed in writing. Cancellations are not accepted, barring
certain exceptions agreed by Bulo within 5 working days.
Images and descriptions in all catalogues and price lists are for reference only. Variations in structure and color
may occur.
Bulo carefully selected their standard materials and fabrics. If the customer wants to use materials outside of the
standard collection, Bulo reserves the right to test COM or COL before accepting the order, and if not suited as
upholstery to refuse the order.
Bulo products are under guarantee for a 2 year period following the date of delivery. Each Bulo product has been
manufactured with exceptionally high quality materials and with the greatest possible care. The product leaves
the factory only after a thorough quality control. Should in spite of our control a material- or production fault occur,
Bulo will exchange or repair the product or provide the necessary replacement parts, corresponding to the
delivery conditions valid at the time the delivery of the product occurred.
This guarantee is valid on the sole condition that the care and maintenance instructions were correctly applied and
the products have been used in regular fashion. Defaults that occur due to injudicious use are exempt from the
guarantee.
We point out that wood is a natural material. Under the influence of light a discoloration of the original (or natural)
wood colour occurs (ask Bulo or your Bulo partner for explanation and advice). Extremely important for the condition
of the wood is maintaining the relative humidity as constant as possible (approx. 60%) to avoid drying, and with it
shrinking, of the wood.
Appealing to the Bulo guarantee is possible within the guarantee period that starts from the date of delivery to the
first owner or at the latest from 30 days after delivery of the goods to the Bulo dealer. Application on the guarantee
can be directed either to Bulo or to your Bulo dealer, only on presentation of the invoice. Bulo or your Bulo dealer
will take care of the complaint.
Specific exclusions :
- Excessive wear and tear is not covered by the guarantee.
- Damages occurred through improper use or incorrect maintenance are exempt from the guarantee.
- Indirect damages following a possible defect, such as loss of income, etc… are not covered by the guarantee.
- Repairs on the product or upholstery executed without written consent from Bulo are exempt from the guarantee.
- The guarantee does not apply on leather and fabric upholstery, gaslifts and castors, for which a 1 year guarantee
applies.
- Materials that are not part of the standard Bulo collections, used on explicit instructions of the buyer, are not
covered by the guarantee.
- Damage caused during onwards transport or improper storage of the product or damage caused by accident are
exempt from the guarantee.
- Color variations; while every effort is made to ensure parity of color, Bulo can't guarantee an exact color match in
any painted or wood finish or guarantee against commercial variance in fabrics, especially on repeat orders
- Natural product changes, due to aging, exposure to light and naturally occuring markings, scarring and wrinkles
in leather. These are not covered by the guarantee.
For products or parts that Bulo procures with third parties Bulo applies the same guarantee as the guarantee
conditions that Bulo receives from the supplier, with a minimum of 12 months.
Visible transport damage or loss must be noted on the carrier’s CMR consignment note. This must be reported to
the carrier and to Bulo in writing within 24 hours following the delivery, accompanied by photographs of the
damaged packaging and a copy of the CMR consignment note. Invisible damage or loss must be reported to the
carrier and to Bulo in writing within 7 calendar days following the delivery, accompanied by photographs of the damage.
When delivery ex-works, the liability for the goods is transferred from Bulo to the buyer from the moment the
goods have left Bulo’s warehouse.
For delivery to a warehouse, delivery will occur with an artic lorry without tailgate lift unless otherwise agreed by
Bulo beforehand. A forklift truck has to be on site, as well as personnel to offload and take the goods inside.
Installation and waste disposal not included. Delivery during regular working hours.
Delivery to a private house always in consultation with Bulo.
Returned goods are not accepted unless the sender has received written consent and despatch instructions from Bulo.
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HEADQUARTERS
Blarenberglaan 6
2800 Mechelen
Belgium
+ 32 15 28 28 28
info@bulo.be
www.bulo.com
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